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SUTD students
come out against
the fear of failure
Team organises stunts, workshop to
focus on bouncing back from defeat
By MATTHIAS CHEW

Professor Sanjay Sarma, a technology and start-up guru from MIT, conducting a workshop on failure last Friday for about
40 students from the Singapore University of Technology and Design as part of Fail Week. PHOTO: INDENT

A DIFFERENT
WAY OF
DOING THINGS
By tackling a taboo
topic in an
unorthodox way, we
could grab attention.
– Organiser Edward
Tiong, 22, who said the
inspiration for the
campaign came while
the group was
brainstorming ideas on
how to get students
interested in
entrepreneurship

LOOKING
ON THE
BRIGHT SIDE
You haven’t failed
unless there’s nothing
left to learn.
– Mr Joshua Cheong, 21,
an SUTD student

FAILURE is nothing to be afraid
of, says a group of students at Singapore’s newest university.
In fact, being too scared of
messing up can sometimes prevent us from taking the risks we
need to succeed.
To drive this bold message
home, the students have started a
campaign called Fail Week.
All seven of them are part of Indent, an entrepreneurship group
at the Singapore University of
Technology and Design (SUTD).
Organiser Edward Tiong, 22,
said their goal was to get their
peers to “understand failure and
how to bounce back”.
To do so, the team carried out
several eye-catching “hacks”, the
term for student pranks imported
from SUTD’s United States partner university, the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT).
One involved pasting the walls
of campus buildings with stories
that students had submitted
about their personal failings and
the lessons they had learnt.

The team then covered the
parts about failings with tape –
leaving just the positive bits showing. This was to help readers focus on bouncing back from defeat,
said organiser Olivia Seow, 21.
Another stunt involved inviting
students to paste stickers bearing
the word “fail” on any part of the
campus they deemed to have
failed in some way.
Organiser Javier Su, 21, said
the aim was to get students thinking about what constitutes failure, and why these things fail.
Rounding off Fail Week was a
workshop led by entrepreneurs
and technology experts, attended
by about 40 students.
Mr Tiong said the inspiration
for the campaign came while the
group was brainstorming ideas on
how to get students interested in
entrepreneurship. “By tackling a
taboo topic in an unorthodox
way, we could grab attention.”
The seven are all part of the university’s first cohort of undergraduates who enrolled in May.
Their campaign was initiated
and paid for entirely by them-

selves. Although they consulted
some faculty members, they went
ahead without the backing of the
school authorities, said Ms Seow.
“It’s important that students
push the entrepreneurial spirit.”
The school was informed about
the stunts in an anonymous letter,
in line with the ethics on “hack”
culture in MIT. All posters and
stickers will be removed by the
team after the event.
SUTD was established in 2009
in collaboration with MIT, and
has an emphasis on engineering,
innovation and design. Many of
its faculty members were recruited from the US institute.
Recent graduate Cody Kamin
was part of a 20-strong group
from MIT here to help SUTD students start clubs and other extra-curricular activities.
The 25-year-old, who studied
technology and policy, said: “In
MIT, no such programme is needed, as risk-taking is embedded in
the culture. But with the culture
in Singapore and other Asian cities, there is a big obstacle in the
beginning.”
Fail Week has certainly captured the attention of other SUTD
students. Mr Joshua Cheong, 21,
said: “You haven’t failed unless
there’s nothing left to learn.”
mattchew@sph.com.sg

20 MIT ‘campus builders’ here to help
TWENTY students and recent
graduates from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) are
here to help Singapore’s newest
university get off the ground.
Bringing experience in running
various student clubs at the American institution, the “campus builders” are tasked with advising
young people at the Singapore University of Technology and Design
(SUTD) on how to start and sustain their own groups and clubs.
SUTD, which took in its first
students in May, has modelled

part of its curriculum on its United States partner institution.
Third-year MIT architecture
major Bryan Lee is showing Singapore students how to obtain funding for their clubs.
The 21-year-old said: “Each
group has to go through a pitching process, where they ask for
funding. I help them with that,
giving them tips on how much
money to ask for, and how to ask
for it.”
The 20 are here under the MIT
International Science and Technol-

ogy Initiatives programme, which
pays for students to do research
internships at universities and research institutes in countries such
as Germany, China and India.
But in a move unique to Singapore, the interns here not only
conduct research at local institutions – they are also tasked with
developing SUTD’s campus culture. Among the student groups
being helped are a show choir,
community service groups, and
an entrepreneurship society.
MATTHIAS CHEW
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Dr Lynne Lim, director of NUHS’ hearing centre, using an audioscope during an
ear screening of Mr Dave Cheow, who has hearing loss. ST PHOTO: JASON QUAH

New degree course on
tackling hearing problems
By KEZIA TOH
SINGAPORE’S
first
degree
course related to hearing problems will kick off next year, in response to the challenges raised
by the country’s greying population.
The two-year Master of Science in Clinical Audiology will
cover topics that include helping
patients cope with going deaf.
The Republic is already “late
into the game”, said Associate
Professor Lynne Lim, who initiated the programme.
“The countries in the region
all have long-standing programmes; and there are too few
audiologists here, which cannot
meet our clinical needs,” said the
43-year-old director of the hearing centre at the National University Health System (NUHS).
Malaysia and India have degree programmes, for example.
But there is no Singapore degree
course in audiology.
The new course, to start in August next year at the National
University of Singapore’s Yong
Loo Lin School of Medicine, will
have a focus on helping society.
A community audiology module

will cover community hearing
health issues.
Hearing worsens with age.
While 37 per cent of people in
their 50s have some form of hearing loss, the figure goes up to 64
per cent for those in their 60s.
This is comparable to the situation in the United States, where a
study last year found that nearly
two-thirds of those aged 70 and
older had hearing problems.
Dr Lim is working with senior
NUHS audiologist Jenny Loo to
set up the curriculum.
Applications open from the
end of December. The course will
enrol 20 students in the first cohort next year, and 25 to 30 in
subsequent batches.
Applicants will need to have a
basic degree in science, life sciences or engineering, or relevant
industry experience.
Mr Winston Oh, 44, is planning to apply, after working as a
general manager at a hearing devices company for the past 10
years.
“Fitting hearing aids is only a
portion of what audiology is
about. I want a broader view so I
can better understand customers’ needs in the future.”
keziatoh@sph.com.sg

KAYAKING, sailing and
dragon-boating are just
some of the activities
to be offered at a new
water sports hub.
A ground-breaking
ceremony was held
yesterday for the
two-storey facility, to
be called PAssion
WaVe@Marina Bay.

Gas prices set
to go down
THE price of town gas
for households will go
down by an average of
at least 30 cents a
month from
Wednesday, following a
drop in fuel prices.
City Gas said the
tariff for households
will be reduced by 2.8
per cent from 22.16
cents per kWh to 21.54
cents per kWh.
Residents of
one-room HDB flats
will pay an average of
30 cents less a month,
while those living in
five-room flats will
save about 52 cents.

National dance
programme
ABOUT 1,800 people
attended yesterday’s
launch of the National
Dance-Fit programme
at Republic
Polytechnic. It is part
of the Government’s
efforts to promote an
active lifestyle among
Singaporeans and
encourage them to
make more friends.

